
DARLINGTON - 2013 

PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

VD/B (1) 1 Kenyon & Ward's Charibere Secret of Ours at Chezanna ShCM, Impressive solid boy, very 

pleasing masculine head, correct pigment, gentle stop, well placed ear, eye could be tighter, good 

reach of neck, excellent construction, strong topline, beautiful condition, moved very well, BV & 

RBD.  

 

LD (2) 1 Kenyon & Ward's Charibere Simply Special at Chezanna JW, nearly two year old boy with 

fabulous outline, beautiful tight dark eye, excellent pigment, well set and carried ears, lovely breadth 

of muzzle, the gentlest of stops and balanced moulded head giving lovely expression, lips could be a 

little tighter, strong neck, well placed shoulder, needs to body up throughout, lovely balanced 

angulation, strong bone, tight feet, moved out so well, really strides out in profile. RD & BOB. 2 

Smith & Flounder's Brulola Spirit in the Sky for Lakamoni, nearly 5 year old dark coloured dog, 

pleasing expression, dark tight eye, well placed ear, dark markings, broad skull, good length of leg, 

slightly longer in body, good forechest, strength through topline, good croup, excellent balanced and 

moderate construction throughout, moved very soundly.  

 

OD (3) 1 Haresign's Briannor Ainthalfhot at Caselbarn, 5 year old boy of lovely type, one I have 

admired in the past. He has oodles of ring presence, standing so proudly. Head balanced, lovely tight 

dark eye, well set ear, tight lips, giving calm, far away expression. Good reach of neck into lovely 

front, strong bone, tight feet, good depth of chest, well ribbed back, slightly over-angulated on rear 

so topline slopes a little, shown in lovely condition, pulling away from handler a little on the move 

which was a pity. 2 Ford's Kalkasi Dances with Wolves for Montimur, 3 year old boy of a very nice 

type, another with masculine, balanced head, tight dark eye and well placed ear giving good kind 

expression, well laid shoulder, good balanced angulation, good feet, longer bodied than 1, but well 

ribbed and strong topline, moves out soundly, but little reluctantly and could make little more of 

himself, little bit loose in movement towards, lots to like. 3 Kenyon & Ward's Lisjovia See the Stars at 

Chezanna.  

 

PB (1) 1 Denyer's Capyrmount Nevada, just six month old little girl with the prettiest eyes, lovely 

pigment, well placed ear, beautifully prepared, good bone, well ribbed, strong loin, moderate 

angulation, feet to tighten, well set and carried tail, moves out very well in profile, needs to tighten 

towards, BP.  



 

PGB (2) 1 Holmes' Lisjovia Deacon Blue, nearly two year old young lady, very feminine, good bone 

and feet, pleasing tight dark eye, tight lips, well placed ear, lovely feminine expression, skull could 

broaden just a little, beautiful coat, moved out very well, could tighten all through, such a gentle 

temperament. RBB. 2nd Ford's Kalkasi Stormdance for Montimur, 3 year old white girl with pleasing 

bone and substance, feminine balanced head, tight dark eye, well placed ear, lovely expression. 

Longer in body than 1 and could firm in hock a little, coat in lovely order, moved out well, but 

another who pulls away a little from handler.  

 

OB (1) 1st Marston's Charibere Symphony's Legacy, beautifully feminine nearly two year old young 

lady, shown in lovely condition, moulded, balanced head, good width to skull and muzzle, well 

placed oblique eye, excellent pigmentation, lovely ear set and carriage, strong topline, well ribbed, 

balanced angulation, moved out very well. BB 
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